Functional neuroimaging in the human brain using noninvasive magnetic resonance methods has the potential of providing highly resolved maps of neuronal activation. Decreasing the voxel size and obtaining simultaneously high temporal resolution is a major challenge and is mainly limited by sensitivity. Here, signal-to-noise gains at high magnetic fields (7 Tesla) and an optimized surface coil setup are combined with a novel approach for zoomed functional imaging in the visual cortex. For echoplanar imaging, the acquisition time and segmentation was shortened fourfold by using a reduced field-of-view. An adiabatic outer-volume suppression method, BISTRO, was used to obliterate signal outside the area-of-interest achieving effective suppression even for inhomogeneous B 1 -fields. A single-shot acquisition was performed at submillimeter resolution in the human brain, while simultaneously maintaining a high temporal resolution of 125 ms. Functional studies with and without field-of-view reduction were performed. Activation and percent change maps were compared with respect to spatial extent, t values and percentage changes of the BOLD contrast. The detection of functional activation was found to be equal within the inter-series variability for the two acquisition schemes. Thus, single-trial BOLD responses were detected for the first time robustly at a 500 ؋ 500 m 2 in plane and 250 ms temporal resolution, significantly expanding the possibilities of event-related functional imaging in the human brain. The magnetization transfer effect induced by the outer-volume suppression pulses was investigated and found to be increased during neuronal activity.
INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, neuroimaging methods based on magnetic resonance (fMRI) have evolved rapidly to become a frequently used approach in neuroscience. However, the utility of this method can still be significantly enhanced with increased spatial and temporal resolution. The potential and significance of high resolution fMRI has been recently demonstrated in animal models (e. g., Kim et al., 2000; Duong et al., 2001; Logothetis et al., 2001; Logothetis et al., 2002) and in human studies (e.g., Cheng et al., 2001; Goodyear et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2001) . Ideally, it is desirable to obtain such high resolution images also rapidly and with high time resolution. While fMRI methods do not access evolution of neuronal activity in the neuronal time scale, temporal resolution in the 0.3 to 1 s domain is still of importance. Such a capability can be used, for example, for investigating mechanisms operative in the metabolic and hemodynamic response to elevated neuronal activity (Lee et al., 1995; Hu et al., 1997; Aguirre et al., 1998; Duong et al., 2000) , to utilize a particular time-segment of the hemodynamic response for increased specificity Goodyear et al., 2001; Duong et al., 2001) , for executing "true" event-related study in multislice where the response to each execution of the task generates a fMRI time series which is then correlated with variations in the performance (Richter et al., 1997a (Richter et al., ,b, 2000 or even conventional event-related studies in multislice (e.g., Rosen et al., 1998) .
Our goal in this work was to achieve submillimeter voxel resolution simultaneously with rapid image acquisition in human brain fMRI. FMRI studies predominantly rely on ultrafast image acquisition schemes such as EPI. In such schemes, for a given spatial resolution, the acquisition time is proportional to the fieldof-view (FOV) in the phase encode direction and thus, to the number of k space lines. For high spatial resolution, the acquisition is often segmented using several excitations to cover the total k space (e.g., Lee et al., 1995; Kim et al., 1996; Thulborn et al., 1997; Hoogenraad et al., 1999; Menon et al., 1999; Chen et al., 1999) . At a given minimum repetition time between applications of excitation RF pulses, the time for acquiring a single image is then directly related to the number of segments, leading to lower temporal resolution. To achieve simultaneously high spatial and rapid image acquisition, the FOV can be reduced, which truncates the number of readout lines in the phase encode direction. However, at a reduced FOV, signal outside can fold back into the image in the phase encode direction and has to be either suppressed or not excited, e.g., by using volume selective excitation.
We present a method for zoomed imaging with a reduced FOV in combination with an outer-volume suppression method. To attain optimum signal-tonoise ratios (SNR), a surface coil was used. Therefore, a special outer-volume suppression technique was necessary to achieve B 1 insensitive suppression in the inhomogeneous RF field of the surface coil. The use of a high magnetic field (7 Tesla) increased SNR ) and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) . The combination of these factors together made it feasible to perform fMRI studies in the human brain at submillimeter resolution and with rapid single-shot acquisition. Single-trial BOLD responses were detected at a 0.5 ϫ 0.5 ϫ 3 mm 3 spatial and 250 ms temporal resolution, significantly broadening the possibilities of event-related fMRI in the human brain. Preliminary results of this work were published in abstract form (Pfeuffer et al., 2001a,b) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Instrumentation and Data Acquisition
MR imaging of the human visual cortex was performed on a 7 Tesla/90 cm horizontal bore magnet (Magnex Scientific, Abingdon, UK) interfaced to a Varian INOVA console (Varian Inc, Palo Alto, CA). The system is equipped with a Magnex head gradient set, which is torque-balanced, self-shielded, water-cooled (38 cm ID) driven by a Siemens Harmony/Symphony 800V/300A gradient amplifier (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) and capable of generating a maximum gradient strength of 40 mT/m with a rise rate of 200 mT/m/ms. For increased signal-to-noise ratio in the occipital cortex, curved quadrature surface coils with two partially overlapping 7-or 14-cm diameter loops were used for radiofrequency transmission and reception at 300 MHz . Localized shimming was done using FAST(EST)MAP (Gruetter et al., 2000) , typically providing a linewidth of 15 Hz in a 6-cm sphere, which covered most of the visual cortex.
A blipped gradient-echo echoplanar EPI sequence (EPI) was used for image acquisition. The sequence was implemented with a readout gradient waveform consisting of alternating trapezoidal lobes. Nonlinear sampling in time was used on the ramps of each gradient, providing equidistant sampling in the k space along the readout direction. To minimize the Nyquist ghost, a reference scan was collected and used to correct for discrepancy between the odd and even echoes. A reconstruction method that utilized the reference scans (Bruder et al., 1992 ) also reduced to a large extent the distortions caused by off-resonance, providing less distorted images and thereby a better registration between the EPI data and the anatomical scans.
Sagittal EPI images were acquired at four in-plane resolutions, 3.1 ϫ 3.1 mm 2 , 1.5 ϫ 1.5 mm 2 , 0.9 ϫ 0.9 mm 2 , and 0.5 ϫ 0.5 mm 2 . Slice thickness was 3 mm. The corresponding field FOV in the phase-encode direction of EPI was 20 cm (64 lines), 4.8 cm (32 lines), 2.88 cm (32 lines), and 3.2 cm (64 lines, two segments) with a readout duration per line of 0.42 ms, 0.67 ms, 1.02 ms, and 1.68 ms, respectively. Image repetition time was 0.125 and 0.5 s, while the Ernst flip angle was used for excitation. According to a previous high-resolution fMRI study , T* 2 at 7 Tesla was (25.1 Ϯ 3.5) ms for gray matter. Therefore, an echo time of 20 to 30 ms, close to the T* 2 of gray matter, was chosen to provide optimum T* 2 -BOLD contrast at 7 Tesla.
Physiological data were acquired using the software AcqKnowledge (BIOPAC Systems, Inc, CA). The respiratory signal was recorded using a pneumatic belt placed around the subject's upper abdomen. The cardiac signal was gauged with a pulse oximeter placed on the subject's finger, which provides a delayed systolic signal.
Subjects and Paradigm
A total of 14 normal subjects were enrolled in this study approved by the institutional review board at the University of Minnesota. All subjects provided written consent.
Visual stimuli were presented via a rear projection system consisting of a high luminance video projector and an optical setup with mirrors and specialty lenses. Moving sinusoidal gratings with 100% contrast were presented as the visual stimulus. Subjects were asked to fixate during the entire scan on a fixation point at the center of the screen. For functional activation, a paradigm with blocks of 20-s stimulus-on and 24-s stimulus-off (six epochs, 5 min per series) was used. Also, an event-related paradigm with 2-s stimulation and 12-s intertrial interval was used (16 epochs, 5 min per series).
Fast Imaging with Adiabatic Field-of-View Reduction (BISTRO)
To minimize segmentation and achieve high temporal resolution, the FOV was reduced by the use of a small surface coil, decreasing the FOV from over 20 cm to about 12 cm, and furthermore by the use of outervolume suppression, which is common in single-voxel MR spectroscopy. Because of the inhomogeneous B 1 fields of surface coils, a B 1 -insensitive technique, BIS-TRO ('B 1 -InSensitive TRain to Obliterate signal'), was used (Luo et al., 2001) .
As seen in Fig. 1 , a sagittal image exhibited most of the visual cortex demonstrating high sensitivity in the posterior part of the brain with fast decreasing intensity in the anterior direction. The target area-of-interest, 2.9-cm wide, is indicated in Fig. 1a . With the BIS-TRO technique, outer-volume signal is suppressed on both anterior and posterior sides (Fig. 1c) , whereby the small amount of signal remaining arose from the Nyquist ghost. Power adjustment and parameter optimization of BISTRO was performed using a projection profile of the imaged slice in the phase-encode direction, i.e., anterior-posterior. As demonstrated in Fig.  1d , signal suppression outside the area-of-interest improved with increasing RF power. In addition, even at lower RF power, a sharp edge is discernible.
BISTRO is an outer-volume suppression method that uses frequency-swept RF pulses to achieve insensitivity to RF field inhomogeneities. Briefly, a train of RF pulsed with variable power and dephasing gradients are applied to suppress signal in a defined slab. BISTRO is different from commonly used outer-volume suppression methods (see Luo et al., 2001 , and references therein), since it is designed to work in inhomogeneous B 1 fields of surface coils where methods fail that rely on the ability to adjust a 90°flip angle over a large volume.
For rapid imaging, two variants of the BISTRO technique were implemented and inserted directly before the excitation pulse of the EPI sequence. (1) BIS-TRO-16 uses a train of 16 RF pulses at multiple power levels with 300 ms duration for two outer-volume slabs. It is designed to work with a single-shot application and can be used for imaging with long repetition times (Ͼ0.4 s). (2) BISTRO-1 uses a single RF pulse for each outer-volume slab (24-ms duration for two slabs). With repetition times below 200 ms, BISTRO completely suppresses the signal once a steady state has been reached following a few "dummy scans." We typically used repetition times of 125 ms. BISTRO-1 was found especially useful when high temporal resolution was required or multi-slice experiments were performed. The choice of parameters depended on the B 1 -characteristic of the RF coil, the imaging sequence used and the position of the slabs to suppress.
To accomplish single-shot acquisition at 0.9 ϫ 0.9 mm 2 in-plane resolution with gradient-echo EPI, the FOV was reduced in the phase-encode direction to 2.9 cm, which covered most of the functionally activated areas in the early visual cortex. Similarly, for 1.5 ϫ 1.5 mm 2 and 0.5 ϫ 0.5 mm 2 in-plane resolution, the FOV was reduced to 4.8 and 3.2 cm, respectively.
RF power deposition was calculated online in the pulse sequence before each experiment not to exceed SAR requirements of FDA regulations. In addition, a built-in hardware safety monitor in the console ensured that SAR requirements were not exceeded. For both settings, BISTRO-16 with a 0.5 s TR and BISTRO-1 with a 0.125 s TR, the average power deposition was below 1 W.
For the suppression of the signal in the outer-volume, it is desirable to use RF pulses that have sharp profiles to ensure a sharp fall-off of the signal at the edge of the targeted FOV. To shorten the pulse duration, an asymmetric pulse with a sharp profile only on one side is advantageous, because for one outer-volume suppression slab a sharp transition is only needed at the edge neighboring the targeted inner-volume. The asymmetric, adiabatic full-passage "skewed" RF pulse [HS 1 2 , R ϭ 0.9, 0.9 T p ; tanh/tan, R ϭ 100, 0.1 T p ] (Hwang et al., 1999) featured offset-independent adiabaticity on one side (Fig. 2a) . A Bloch equation simulation showed a sharp edge on one side even at small B 1 (Fig. 2b) . The sharp edge was preserved with increasing B 1 , whereas the magnetization at the other side reveals a much gradual transition. Compared to the hyperbolic secant pulse with equal duration, the "skewed" pulse provided a 2.5 times narrower transition band (Fig. 2b) .
Data Analysis
After correcting for respiration-induced dynamic offresonance using DORK (Pfeuffer et al., 2002b ) and a phase correction using the reference scan, a fast Fourier transformation was applied to reconstruct the images. The image series were analyzed with STIMU-LATE (Strupp, 1996) and with routines written in PVWave (Visual Numerics, Inc., Boulder, CO) and MATLAB (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA). The time series were screened for motion of the volunteer using "center of mass" detection.
Statistical maps were generated from the fMRI time series comparing image intensities during the task versus the resting condition, which resulted in the mean and standard deviation of both levels, the percent change, the t value and the confidence level, and thresholded using a Student's t test. Before testing, the image series were averaged over the six epochs. Also, cross correlation maps and onset time maps were generated using a boxcar reference function convoluted with a standard hemodynamic response model. For tests of statistical significance, one and two-tailed Student's t tests were used (Microcal Origin, Northampton, MA).
RESULTS
Zoomed Functional Imaging Using FOV Reduction
High-resolution rapid imaging of the human visual cortex with non-segmented acquisition is demon-
FIG. 2.
Asymmetric "skewed" RF pulse with offset-independent adiabaticity used for outer-volume suppression (adiabatic full-passage [HS 1 2 , R ϭ 0.9, 0.9 T p ; tanh/tan, R ϭ 100, 0.1 T p ]) (Hwang et al., 1999; Luo et al., 2001) . (a) Amplitude, phase, and real part. (b) Designed with one steep edge at one side (offset-independent adiabaticity) and smoother tails at the other side. Compared to the commonly used hyperbolic secant pulse HS8 (Silver et al., 1984) , see dotted line in Fig. 2b , the skewed pulse has a 2.5 times narrower transition band on one side. Skewed is especially useful for outervolume suppression, where the sharp edge of the frequency profile is used for a sharp transition at the edge of the reduced FOV and the outer-volume. At different B 1 always a sharp edge is discernible (arrow indicates increasing B 1 ). The MT effects for the skewed pulse and a comparable nonskewed pulse are similar. strated in Fig. 3 using the FOV reduction technique. Single-shot EPI images, acquired with BISTRO-16, were compared to images acquired with a full FOV of 20 cm with the same spatial resolution (1.5 ϫ 1.5 ϫ 3 mm 3 and 128 ϫ 128 matrix size). The full FOV images required four segments to attain this in plane spatial resolution. With BISTRO-16, the same resolution was achieved in a single-shot, using a reduced FOV of 4.8 cm in the phase encoding direction and a 32 ϫ 128 matrix (Fig. 3a) . Similarly, a 0.9 ϫ 0.9 ϫ 3-mm 3 voxel size was achieved with no segmentation using BIS-TRO-16 with a FOV of 2.9 cm and matrix size of 32 ϫ 256 (Fig. 3a) . At this spatial resolution, eight segments with a 256 ϫ 256-matrix size were needed for a full FOV image, corresponding to an eight-fold decrease in image acquisition time.
In the reduced FOV (single-shot) images, a decrease in signal intensity and change in contrast was discernible relative to the full FOV images. This was due to a magnetization transfer (MT) effect induced by the RF pulses used for outer-volume suppression. MT is negligible for CSF and blood, and was about 20 to 50% for gray/white matter tissues. Therefore, voxels containing CSF appeared enhanced in Fig. 3 .
The effect of the BISTRO outer-volume suppression method on the detection of activated voxels was systematically examined. High-resolution EPI images were acquired with 0.9 ϫ 0.9 ϫ 3 mm 2 voxel size using three types of imaging setups: (A) a full FOV (four segments), which was the control, (B) a full FOV (four segments) and BISTRO outer-volume suppression applied, and (C) a reduced FOV of 2.9 cm (single-shot) and BISTRO outer-volume suppression applied. Functional experiments were performed with a block design (20 s task, 24 s rest). The t value maps of the different type of experiments (A, B, C) are shown in Figs. 4a-4c with the corresponding percent change maps in Figs. 4d-4f. Significantly activated voxels were those with P Ͻ 0.05. Upon visual inspection, the results of experiments A, B, C were found to be very similar in terms of the t values, percentage signal changes, and the spatial distribution of the functional activation (Fig. 4) . The time courses averaged across the six epochs and over all voxels with P Ͻ 0.05 in Figs. 4g-4i demonstrate that the signal changes and contrast-to-noise ratio between the different experiments were comparable. Thus, the zoomed imaging approach provided the four-fold increase in time resolution with singleshot acquisition without compromising detection of activation.
The results of statistical analysis of 12 series are shown in Table 1 . The t values and percent signal changes maps were calculated for experiments A, B, and C. First, the median of the 300 highest activated voxels was compared to assess the most significant voxels. Second, all time courses for voxels with P Ͻ 0.05 were averaged and a subsequent t test on the averaged time course was performed to assess the performance on a more global level taking into account lower and higher activated voxels. Statistical significance was established for a comparison of (B) versus (A) and (C) versus (A) on an intersubject comparison using a t test analysis between the groups. As indicated by the intersubject mean with standard error (Table 1 , last line), in most cases no significant difference was found. Using the first analysis (median), t values and percentage changes tended to be lower when using BISTRO (experiment C). Using the second analysis (averaged time series), t values and percent changes tended to be higher. Also inspection of the single stud-
FIG. 3.
Single-shot echoplanar imaging acquired with a reduced FOV. (a and c) Sagittal images of the human visual cortex where outer-volume suppression (BISTRO) has been applied outside of the selected 2.9-cm slab. Using this technique, single-shot echoplanar imaging is possible with a voxel size of 1.5 ϫ 1.5 ϫ 3 mm 3 (a) and 0.9 ϫ 0.9 ϫ 3 mm 3 (c). To achieve the same spatial resolution with a full FOV, four-and eight-segmented acquisitions (b and d) have to be used, which considerably decreases the temporal resolution by a factor of four and eight. Due to magnetization transfer during the BISTRO, signal intensity is reduced for gray and white matter, but negligible for CSF. Hence, in the images of a and c, CSF appears much brighter than other tissues. For comparison, see the corresponding anatomical image in Fig. 1a . Parameters: High-resolution EPI images at 7 Tesla with an in-plane resolution of 1.5 ϫ 1.5 mm 2 (a, b) and 0.9 ϫ 0.9 mm 2 (c, d) at 20 ms echo time, 0.5-s repetition time per segment, and matrix sizes of 32 ϫ 128/128 ϫ 128 and 32 ϫ 256/256 ϫ 256. Outer-volume suppression in a and c was achieved with a 300-ms BISTRO-16 module, applied before the imaging sequence.
ies in Table 1 reveals that the variance of the control studies is larger than the effect of using BISTRO. These data confirmed that using a single-shot approach with BISTRO for outer-volume suppression did not change the contrast-to-noise ratio of the functional activation and did not alter the percent changes. This   FIG. 4 . fMRI images of the human visual cortex comparing high-resolution activation maps of three experiments: Type-A, full FOV acquisition (four segments, control); type-B, full FOV acquisition with BISTRO outer volume suppression (four segments); and type-C, single-shot acquisition with a reduced FOV in the phase encode direction, i. e., anterior-posterior (one segment). The top row shows functional t value maps of activated pixels with EPI images, calculated with a Student's t test (t Ͼ 2 (threshold), 2-10 (red-yellow)). The middle row shows relative signal changes (⌬S) in percent of the BOLD signal at a significance level of P Ͻ 0.05 (⌬S ϭ 3-10% (red-yellow)). In the bottom row, the corresponding time courses are plotted using the average of all voxels with t Ͼ 2. Overall, t value maps and percent change maps are very similar for (type A), (type B), and (type C). With zoomed imaging using a reduced FOV (type C), a fourfold increase temporal resolution was achieved. Despite signal losses due to magnetization transfer in (type B) and (type C), outer-volume suppression did not alter the statistical significance and percent changes of the BOLD signal (see also Table 1 for data from all studies). Parameters: High-resolution EPI images at 7 Tesla with an in-plane resolution of 0.9 ϫ 0.9 mm 2 (22 ms echo time, 0.5-s repetition time per segment, and matrix sizes of 128 ϫ 128 and 32 ϫ 128). Outer-volume suppression for type B and C experiments was achieved with a 300-ms BISTRO-16 module. Mean Ϯ SE 0.2 Ϯ 0.1 2.8 Ϯ 0.2*** ϩ2.6 Ϯ 0.3*** Ϫ1.0 Ϯ 0.4 Ϫ5.2 Ϯ 0.4*** Ϫ4.1 Ϯ 0.4*** Note. MTR was calculated voxelwise for nonactivated pixels with t Ͻ 2 ("nonactive") and activated pixels t Ͼ 2 ("active"). The MTR was determined separately for the resting state (MTR REST ) and the task state (MTR TASK ) and statistically tested for deviation from a linear correlation. A linear regression was for performed for the difference (MTR TASK Ϫ MTR REST ) versus MTR REST providing intercept and slope (see also Fig. 5 ). Statistical significance was established for the values "nonactive," "active," and its difference ⌬.
*** P Ͻ 10 Ϫ6 ; t test against mean 0.0. Note. Type-A (control), type-B (full FOV with BISTRO), and type-C (reduced FOV with BISTRO). All series were acquired with six block stimulation periods using the same paradigm (20 s on, 24 s off). After averaging across the epochs, activated voxels were selected based on a threshold of t Ͼ 2 (p Ͻ 0.05). The t-values and percent change were calculated by 1) taking the median of the 300 highest activated voxels, and 2) by averaging all times series of voxels with t Ͼ 2 and subsequently performing a t-test on the voxel-averaged time courses (as shown in Figs. 4g, 4h, and 4i) .
a For definition of the experiment types A, B, and C: see Fig. 4 . b Interstudy mean and standard error (SE) were determined after normalization of B and C with A. ** P Ͻ 0.05; ***P Ͻ 0.01; t test against mean 1.0.
finding is especially relevant when considering that, with the BISTRO method applied, signal attenuation due to magnetization transfer was induced in the image.
Magnetization Transfer Effects during Functional Activation
The amount of magnetization transfer was calculated by comparing voxelwise the signal intensity of the control image M 0 (type A, no BISTRO) to the signal intensity M MT of the image with reduced FOV (type C, with BISTRO). The magnetization transfer ratio (MTR) was defined as (Wolff et al., 1989) MTR
The voxels were classified based on the t value in the M 0 image into "nonactive" voxels (t Ͻ 2) and "active" voxels (t Ͼ 2), the latter of which were further divided into "low-active" (2 Ͻ t Ͻ 5) and "high-active" (t Ͼ 5) voxels. The distribution of the MTR was fitted by a Gaussian function: the MTR mean was (34 Ϯ 2)% for "nonactive" voxels and (37 Ϯ 2)% for "active" voxels (mean Ϯ SE, n ϭ 12), the MTR width was (20 Ϯ 1)% for "nonactive" voxels and (16 Ϯ 1)% for "active" voxels. Since the MTR is calculated from the difference in image intensity comparing the control image (type A, no BISTRO) vs the image with reduced FOV (type C, with BISTRO), an increase in MTR corresponds to a decrease in signal-to-noise ratio. Assuming the noise being approximately similar, a decrease in the signalto-noise ratio was found between 15 to 55%. Nevertheless, as shown in Table 1 , no alteration in the functional contrast-to-noise ratio was found.
MTR during a functional experiment was previously reported (Zhang et al., 1997) Table 2 ). For voxels with low t value (nonactivated), no significant increase of MTR TASK compared to MTR REST was found. However, for voxels exhibiting activation (t Ͼ 2), a significant increase of MTR up to 3% during the task period was found, which is consistent with previous findings (Zhang et al., 1997) . Both, intercept and slope increased significantly with higher t values. In the plots of Fig. 5 the 95% confidence intervals are shown in addition to the linear fit.
FIG. 6.
Functional echoplanar MR imaging at 7 Tesla in the human visual cortex with an event-related, short stimulus paradigm. High spatial resolution with 0.5 ϫ 0.5 ϫ 3 mm 3 is demonstrated at simultaneously high temporal resolution (250 ms image repetition time). The signal-to-noise ratio at 7 Tesla was sufficient to detect robustly single-trial responses upon short visual stimuli at this high resolution (a). The reduced field-of-view in the phase encode direction was 3.2 cm (b). A map of the maximum cross correlation coefficient revealed spatially structured activation along the calcarine fissure (c, CC Ͼ 0.45 (threshold), 0.55-0.7 (red-yellow)). With the high temporal resolution, the calculation of an onset time map was feasible (c, early onset Ͻ 1 s (blue), medium onset (red), late onset Ͼ 2 s (yellow)). Methods: Two-segmented EPI was performed using a 64 ϫ 512 matrix, a FOV of 3.2 ϫ 25.6 cm 2 , slice thickness 3 mm, and a 34-ms echo time. Voxels were interpolated in-plane to 250 m. Adiabatic FOV reduction with 24-ms long BISTRO-1 train was used as described. The repetition time was 125 ms per segment, i.e., 250 ms per image. The paradigm for visual stimulation was sinusoidal moving gratings with 2-s stimulus duration and a 12-s repetition interval. series are summarized in Table 2 . For "nonactive" voxels, the intercept and slope were not significantly different from zero, which means that no change of MTR occurs in the task state for these "nonactivated" voxels. For "active" voxels, a highly significant increase in intercept (2.6 Ϯ 0.3)% and negative slope (Ϫ0.041 Ϯ 0.004) was found (mean Ϯ SE, n ϭ 12), see Table 2 . In addition, the significance is made more apparent by the estimated errors of these parameters in the regression analysis. The error of the intercept was as low as 0.2% and the error of the slope was 0.007 for the single regressions. These results gave evidence that the MTR is larger in the task state than in the resting state in activated voxels. Also, voxels exhibiting a lower MTR REST show a larger increase of MTR TASK during activation.
In addition, we tested our data for a difference of MTR between "low-active" and "high-active" voxels. For "low-active" voxels the intercept of the linear regression was (2.4 Ϯ 0.2)%, the slope was (Ϫ0.043 Ϯ 0.004). For "high-active" voxels the intercept was (3.6 Ϯ 0.3)% and the slope was (Ϫ0.067 Ϯ 0.006) (mean Ϯ SE, n ϭ 12). For illustration, these results are shown in Fig. 5 for one series, which clearly indicate that the intercept and slope changes are larger with higher activation.
Event-Related fMRI at High Spatial and Temporal Resolution
Since we demonstrated that zoomed fMRI using FOV reduction provides activation detection comparable to a full-FOV approach, we further utilized its advantage of increased temporal resolution. An event-related fMRI experiment with short 2-s visual stimuli was performed at simultaneously high spatial and temporal resolution (two subjects, eight series). At a voxel size of 0.5 ϫ 0.5 ϫ 3 mm 3 , a temporal resolution of 250 ms was achieved using a reduced FOV of 3.2 cm and a two-segment acquisition (Fig. 6b) . The signal-to-noise and contrast-to-noise ratio at 7 Tesla was sufficient to detect robustly single-trial responses upon short visual stimuli at this high resolution (Figs. 6a and 6c) . With the high temporal resolution, the calculation of an onset time map was also feasible, which distinguished early (blue), medium (red), and late responses (yellow) based on different lags in the cross-correlation analysis (Fig. 6d ).
Intrascan reproducibility was tested by averaging the first eight (test) and last eight trials (retest) of the experiment shown in Fig. 6 comparing the cross correlation values. For a simple measure for reproducibility, the number of commonly activated voxels relative to the total number of activated voxels was determined at a given threshold (CC Ͼ 0.45) and found to be 52% for the test trials and 57% for the retest trials. Figure 7 shows the reproducibility map with commonly activated voxels in yellow and voxels activated only in one of the test series in either red or blue.
The time course of the event-related experiment in Fig. 8a was averaged over all epochs and voxels with CC Ͼ 0.45 (see Fig. 6c ) showing the hemodynamic response from data with 500 m in-plane resolution. The three time courses in Fig. 8b were separated based on different onset lags, which were smaller than 1 s, between 1 and 2 s, and larger than 2 s. For a parametric characterization of the average event-related signal time courses, we used a Gaussian fit to determine the width and the time-to-peak (T P ), and a linear regression of the rising response (10 to 90%) to determine the onset time (T O ). The parameters for the averaged response (Fig. 8a) were ϭ 2.8 Ϯ 0.1 s, T P ϭ 4.5 Ϯ 0.1 s, and T O ϭ 1.7 Ϯ 0.1 s. For the three different responses in Fig. 8b , ϭ 2.4 Ϯ 0.2 s, 2.7 Ϯ 0.1 s, and 2.6 Ϯ 0.1 s for the width, T P ϭ 3.7 Ϯ 0.1 s, 4.6 Ϯ 0.1 s, 5.1 Ϯ 0.1 s for the time-to-peak, and T O ϭ 0.7 Ϯ 0.1 s, 1.8 Ϯ 0.2 s, 2.4 Ϯ 0.1 s for the onset time. These findings indicate that averaging across voxels leads to a broadening of the hemodynamic response function, which is caused by spatial heterogeneity even at a high resolution of 500 m in the human brain.
DISCUSSION
In the present work, we describe an approach for functional neuroimaging, which provides simultaneous high temporal and spatial resolution. For the first time, single-trial fMRI images are presented from the human brain with 0.5 ϫ 0.5 ϫ 3-mm 3 spatial and 250-ms temporal resolution. The method is based on a zoomed imaging approach, which minimizes imaging time by reducing the FOV, and utilizes the SNR and CNR gains provided by high magnetic fields, in this case 7 Tesla. Outer-volume suppression with BISTRO
FIG. 7.
A reproducibility test was performed comparing activation maps from the first eight and last eight trials of the data described in the legend of Fig. 6 . The number of commonly activated voxels for CC Ͼ 0.45 was 55% (shown in yellow). Voxels activated only in one of the test trials are shown in either red or blue.
was combined with rapid EPI imaging and was demonstrated to work in the inhomogeneous B 1 fields of a surface coil. Despite magnetization transfer effects, functional activation detection in terms of spatial location, t values, and percentage changes, was found to be indistinguishable within the interseries variability.
The use of zoomed imaging with reduced FOV has several advantages. First, submillimeter resolution is possible with single-shot acquisition, which decreases significantly (typically four to eight times) the minimum repetition time between consecutive excitations compared to segmented acquisition. At the same time, it minimizes segmentation artifacts, improves image quality, and reduces the data storage and handling efforts, which is even more critical for high spatial/ high temporal resolution fMRI. Instead of choosing a high temporal resolution for a single-slice experiment, alternatively faster multislice coverage at high spatial resolution is possible. The FOV reduction with BIS-TRO is flexible and is equally advantageous for zoomed imaging on animal systems or for use with contrast mechanisms other than BOLD. Recently, an application of this approach for perfusion-based fMRI at submillimeter resolution in humans has also been demonstrated (Pfeuffer et al., 2002a) .
Zoomed Imaging
The principle of "zooming" was introduced by (Mansfield et al., 1986) for EPI, but remained underutilized mainly because of gradient hardware limitations. The approach, however, solves a number of problems encountered at high magnetic fields. Other techniques to reduce the FOV employ volume-selective excitation (Turner et al., 1990; Yacoub et al., 2001a) instead of suppressing the outer-volume, using stimulated or spin echoes. These approaches can be combined with other complementary manipulations that cut down image acquisition times and/or improve resolution such as half k-space methods (Jesmanowicz et al., 1998) .
The performance of the B 1 -insensitive BISTRO method was carefully evaluated previously (Luo et al., 2001) . Here, it was used with a rapid imaging sequence and optimized for fMRI with a short repetition time. RF power deposition was a possible concern, but was found, by calculation and experimentation, not to be a major limiting factor. In adiabatic pulses, achieving adiabaticity is the power consuming process. With the adiabatic zoomed imaging method, the pulses need not achieve full adiabaticity; thus, power requirements are modest. When not adiabatic, these pulses cannot fully execute an inversion; however, whatever the transformation induced, they still have the same, very sharp 'slice' profile and this profile remains independent of the B 1 magnitude. Thus, when applied consecutively as they are in BISTRO, they lead to saturation with a sharp boundary. In fact, it is advantageous for saturation purposes, not to achieve full adiabaticity and thus full inversion. The excitation alone does not require much power in an fMRI study. Consequently, the overall power deposition remains relatively low even at high magnetic fields (7 Tesla).
Magnetization Transfer Effect
The outer-volume suppression caused a magnetization transfer effect and was therefore investigated regarding its influence on the detection of activated voxels. It is known that MT is small in CSF and blood water, but is pronounced in the brain parenchyma (Balaban et al., 1992; Leibfritz et al., 2001; Henkelman et al., 2001 ). Since MT is enhanced when the ratio T 1 /T 2 increases, increased MT effects were expected at high magnetic fields (7 Tesla). With our setting of BIS-TRO pulses, a Gaussian MTR distribution of (34 Ϯ 20)% for nonactive voxels and (37 Ϯ 16)% for active voxels (mean Ϯ width) was observed in the human brain. Its consequences for fMRI were a decrease in image signal and change in EPI image contrast.
Increased MTR was observed during the task period compared to the resting period, although it was relatively small (about 2% MTR difference). For voxels exhibiting higher significant activation, the difference in MTR increased (Fig. 5) , likely due to less partial volume contributions to the MT effect. The MT effect is thought to originate from the coupling between highly mobile water protons and relatively immobile protons that are associated with macromolecules (Henkelman et al., 2001) . Assuming a blood volume increase during increased neuronal activity, one would expect that the MTR has to decrease, because blood has low MTR. However, very short T 2 values of venous blood at 7 Tesla means venous blood contribution is virtually absent in T* 2 -weighted images at 7 Tesla at the echo times used. Even arterial blood contribution is expected to be significantly suppressed since its T 2 also decreased significantly at very high fields (Lee et al., 1999) . We would predict that at 1.5 Tesla, blood volume increases may indeed lead to a decrease in MT but at 7 Tesla, MT is not expected to decrease much or at all due to blood volume increase. On the other hand, it is possible that exchange of water protons across the capillaries (between blood and tissue), across cell membranes (i.e., between extracellular and intracellular space) or even between cellular and mitochondrial space may increase leading to a small increase in MT. Neurons are thought to swell due to altered ion content during neurotransmission (this is thought to be the source of the light scattering signals seen in optical imaging) (Cohen et al., 1970s) . Such a swelling, though it is very tiny (less than 0.1%), can lead to higher permeability of the cellular membranes, leading to a faster exchange between the intracellular space rich in macromolecules and the extracellular space, resulting in an increase in MT. Similarly, it is possible that the permeability of the capillary walls also increases during activation. An increase in the permeability of capillaries to oxygen has previously been proposed (e.g., Hyder et al., 1998) . The same can be also true for water, in which case MT would increase. The activation dependent alterations in MTR at high fields can even be used for generation of functional images (Song et al., 1997) , that potentially report on processes associated with neuronal activity that are not simply blood volume and/or flow changes and having a somewhat different specificity than the BOLD effect.
Functional Imaging at High Resolution
Despite the reduction in SNR, the MT effect did not alter functional contrast under our experimental conditions. Comparing functional studies with full vs reduced FOV (12 series at 0.9 ϫ 0.9 mm 2 resolution), we did not find a statistically significant alteration in the functional activation detection (Fig. 4, Table 1 ). A recent fMRI investigation at high spatial resolution proposed a new model predicting that the contrast-tonoise ratio tends to be independent of the voxel volume in the absence of partial volume effects for T * 2 -weighted images, provided the contrast-to-noise is not limited by image SNR but by physiological processes. (Hyde et al., 2001) . Our findings are consistent with this model. However, this conclusion does not necessarily mean that the same study can be performed with equal CNR even if SNR was significantly lower, for example ϳ2.3-fold at 3 Tesla. At some point, the image SNR will dominate and limit the CNR and the ability to accurately detect activation will be determined by SNR. We do not know how far away this limit is in our studies. It is possible that additional improvements in resolution (thus decrease in SNR) can still be attained in our studies and retain a similar CNR. In this context, it is also important to consider that the BOLD contrast-tonoise ratio depends on the voxel size effects (Yoo et al., 2001; Hyde et al., 2001 ). An optimum voxel size is to be expected for functional detection, when the resolution matches the size of activation to minimize partial voluming and the distribution of the blood vessels that dominate the observed BOLD effect. For example, Hyde et al. interpret their optimal resolution in the context of veins that are separated by about 1 mm in the cortex. However, the size and consequently the distribution of the blood vessels that contribute to the BOLD effect will strongly depend on the field magnitude (Ogawa et al., 2000; Yacoub et al., 2001b) . The advantages of single-shot imaging at high spatial resolution have been previously described (Glover et al., 1998; Jesmanowicz et al., 1998; Hoogenraad et al., 2000) and are more important at high magnetic fields considering that physiological fluctuations increase (van de Moortele et al., 2002; Pfeuffer et al., 2002b) . The reduction in t values (Table 1) comparing averages of the four-segment and the single-shot data is consistent with single-shot imaging being more advantageous. In the setup of the event-related experiment at 500 ϫ 500-m 2 in-plane resolution (Fig. 6) , we compared activation maps acquired with two segments (250 ms TR) and four segments (500 ms TR) and also found a reduced activation detection with higher segmentation, which indicated that experiments at very high spatial resolution are susceptible to intersegment fluctuations (data not shown).
Realignment of image time series is commonly regarded as an essential preprocessing step in fMRI data analysis. It was shown recently for fMRI studies on the whole brain (Freire et al., 2001 ) that BOLD activations can produce artificial motion detected by registration algorithms, thus yielding spurious activations in the corrected image time series. The use of a zoomed imaging technique may amplify this effect and poses spe-cific problems for realignment, since a much larger fraction of the total image is activated compared to the whole brain images in the quoted paper. Adaptation of realignment algorithms is to be considered, for example, using a simple movement detection in binary form (brain/nonbrain regions).
The effective spatial resolution in the phase-encoding direction can be somewhat reduced as a result of the T* 2 dephasing over the total readout period (Farzaneh et al., 1990) . Taking the measured T* 2 of 25 ms at 7 Tesla , there was no significant T* 2 broadening for the single-shot experiment at 0.9 ϫ 0.9 ϫ 3 mm 3 resolution (readout time 21 ms). At the high spatial 0.5 ϫ 0.5 ϫ 3 mm 3 resolution (readout time 54 ms), the effective resolution decreased by 20%. In addition, one expects that the T* 2 at this high resolution can be locally increased, lessening the effect of T* 2 blurring. Therefore, our current set of parameters with two segments for 0.5 mm spatial and 0.25 s temporal resolution is a valid trade-off between segmentation artifacts and T* 2 blurring.
Given the slowness of the hemodynamic response and assuming full trial-to-trial reproducibility, one can use k-space segmentation for high spatial resolution and stroboscopic time-shifted acquisition for high temporal resolution. But both increase linearly the time it takes to acquire an fMRI series of a given number of images. Although in single trial fMRI as commonly practiced, such time resolution is not utilized, it is recognized that the response of the subject is not necessarily the same due to numerous confounding problems such as effects of learning, alterations in strategy, and errors made in performing the task. Ideally, with sufficient CNR, each trial should be sampled separately and correlated with performance. This approach was introduced by our laboratory several years ago. It was demonstrated that the width and onset time of the activities in the parietal and motor cortex (Richter et al., 1997b (Richter et al., , 2000 changed from trial to trial and the change in the different brain regions correlated with different parameters that measured aspects of performance. Despite its power, this method has not been used except in a few 4 Tesla studies due to the demands of CNR (see for example the review of ). However, the current work introduces the possibility of performing these studies with high spatial resolution.
The methodology described in the paper is not restricted to the TR of 0.5 s and 0.125 s we have employed in these studies. It can easily be used with a longer TR (e.g., 1 s) and would still have significant advantages over a segmented image acquired with the same resolution. With no FOV reduction applied, the minimum number of segments using the same coil setup would have been eight to achieve the 0.5-mm resolution (FOV 12.8 cm) , corresponding to an image repetition time of 1 s using a reasonable intersegment time of 125 ms.
However, now only a single slice can be monitored with this 1 s time resolution. A single slice study is acceptable for methodological development and demonstrations but not for most applications of fMRI to study brain function. With a high-resolution image of one slice acquired in a single or two shots with FOV reduction, multiple slices can be collected for the same data acquisition duration.
If the rapid image acquisition with reduced FOV is used to attain a short TR and high temporal resolution, then image-to-image signal fluctuations due to physiological processes can be sampled. This in turn permits the use a variety of methods to suppress them including those that utilize the information in the spectral domain (Biswal et al., 1996; Mitra et al., 1997) . Short TR, however, can in principle lead to deleterious "macrovascular" inflow artifacts (Menon et al., 1993; Segebarth et al., 1994) . However, this inflow effect can be minimized by reducing the flip angle as was done in our studies (see Methods). The signal-to-noise is decreased because of the low flip angle, but at high magnetic fields sufficient signal persists to make functional detection feasible. For high resolution imaging, using multiple segments rather than FOV reduction would simply aggravate this problem. Whatever the time resolution desired, it is better to go with fewer segments so that relaxation is allowed without having to go to very low tip angles. In addition, 'macrovascular' inflow effects are minimized at high fields due to short transverse relaxation rates. At 7 Tesla, blood has a T 2 under 10 ms . Consequently, veins do not contribute to macrovascular inflow artifacts in gradient-or spin-echo EPI images where typical TE's exceed the venous blood T 2 several-fold. Even the arterial blood has a short T 2 at high fields (ϳ40 ms at 9.4 Tesla (Lee et al., 1999) ). Thus, arterial blood signals are significantly suppressed during a T* 2 -weighted acquisition and venous blood signals are virtually eliminated.
Somewhat surprisingly, we found a local variability of the hemodynamic onset at the 0.5 mm scale (Figs. 6 and 8). Our recent results from high-resolution perfusion-based fMRI studies at 0.9 mm voxel size (Pfeuffer et al., 2002a) showed that t scores and percent changes were also spatially varying, potentially accounting for the varying onset of the BOLD response observed here. Further investigations by combining different contrast mechanisms like cerebral blood flow and BOLD in the same experiment are needed to understand better the brain physiology and the underlying basis of functional neuroimaging.
CONCLUSION
Zoomed imaging, using reduction of the FOV with BISTRO outer-volume suppression, is most advantageous for rapid functional imaging at high magnetic fields when high spatial and temporal information is needed simultaneously. This adiabatic approach is straightforward to implement as an addition to existing rapid imaging sequences and is easy to use, because it needs only a threshold RF power level to work. Application on lower field systems are readily achieved, since RF power demands are reduced. This imaging approach minimizes segmentation-related artifacts and furthers novel functional paradigm designs. It makes fast imaging faster at high spatial resolution.
